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Site looks good

After a physical removal and some evident spot spray treatments, this site looks fantastic.
Site looks good

After a physical removal and some evident spot spray treatments, this site is looking fantastic.
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Treatment in progress

Notice the white specs inside the algae. This is dying duckweed just days after treatment. Also
if you notice the melting appearance on the algae, this shows the algae is dying and beginning
to decompose inside the lake. Submersed Niad was treated with a contact herbicide.
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Treatment in progress

9/26/2016

Submersed Niad has decomposed from previous contact treatment. Algae is also decomposing
from previous treatments. Pond 4 will receive 2335 Gulf Spikerush and Duck Potato and a
50/50 ration. The Duck Potato will be planted in 1 gallon containers, while the Gulf Spikerush
will be bare root.
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Normal growth observed

Site looks good
The site is looking the best it has in a long time. I am a believer that this years alum treatment
helped. Bottom right; notice Dwarf Arrowhead beginning to sprout in this pond for the first
time. Weeds along seawall were targeted.
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Algae is beginning to bloom around the perimeter and will be targeted next scheduled visit.
We are currently monitoring for duckweed blooms at this site.



Treatment via boat and gator has helped control Lyngbia algae in this pond. You can notice the
algae currently decomposing in the pictures. Boat treatment also allowed for a systemic grass
treatment from the inside of the pond to the outside of the plants.
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Treatment in progress
Lyngbia algae was treated via ATV. Notice has it is beginning to decompose inside lake. Pond
8 will receive 1130 Gulf Spikerush and Duck Potato at a 50/50 ratio in October. They will be
planted bare root.
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No action required.
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1686 Smooth Cordgrass will be planted in 1 gallon containers in October. Main picture shows
mature Smooth Cordgrass in pond 10.
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Recommended to attend PowerPoint presentation on October 6. Subject is 5 year plan.
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